Meeting at the Alfa-Research office

The fifth wave of EVS on the field in Bulgaria has been done by the Alfa-Research agency. In the course of the study, Prof. Georgy Fotev (New Bulgarian University), National Program Director, visits many times the Agency office. Alpha Research fulfills all the requirements and criteria of the EVS Methodology Group. On the occasion of the successful completion of the study, Prof. G. Fotev visited the office of a partner in order to express recognition and gratitude in his own name and in the name of his team for the excellent work done. He discussed with Boryana Dimitrova, director of Alpha Research, the next steps to attract the attention and interest of the general public to the results of the Fifth Wave of the EVS. Prof. Fotev had interesting conversations with the team of excellent professionals who lead the Associate Professor Boryana Dimitrova. The meeting was exciting for everyone.
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